
Team work / Task 1

Review definition of “Defender” and “Prospector” strategy from Topic 1.1. Read examples.
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Example Defender Prospector

Task 1. Watch the video about HRM roles/functions classification.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9MWFkH4xb3U Add HRM activities to the related cell in the
“Strategic HR area” column (table below). Allocate the related HR policies in each row of the table (4
per each HR function/role).

● HR planning
● Organizational structure
● Competencies
● Recruitment
● Selection
● Socialization

● Performance evaluation
● Performance Measurement
● Investment in skills
● Skills Development
● Salaries
● Benefits

Task  2. Which ones of the following characteristics from the list of 48 HR policies refer to Defender
(D) and which ones refer to Prospector (P) strategy? Put the numbers in the proper cell of the
table below the “Defender” or “Prospector” columns.

1. Organizational structure based on Efficient
production

2. Organizational structure based on Innovation
3. Flexibility in organizational structure
4. Control emphasis in organizational structure
5. Explicit job descriptions
6. Broad job classes and descriptions
7. Detailed work planning
8. Loose emphasis on the work planning
9. Prevalence of Internal recruitment
10. Prevalence of External recruitment
11. Multiple methods of performance appraisals
12. Methods of appraisal High depend on

superior
13. HR department makes a selection decision
14. Coworkers help make a selection decision
15. Multipurpose use of performance appraisals
16. Individual-based training
17. Team-based or cross-functional training
18. The narrow focus of performance appraisal

use
19. Emphasis on technical qualifications and

skills
20. Emphasis on the fit of the applicant with

culture

21. Performance measurement used as a control
device

22. Performance measurement used as a
developmental tool

23. Informal hiring and socialization process of
new employees

24. Formal hiring and socialization process
25. Seniority-based pay
26. Performance-based pay
27. Generic training emphasizing flexibility
28. Job-specific training
29. Uniform performance appraisal procedures
30. Customized appraisals
31. “Make” skills
32. “Buy” skills
33. On-the-job training
34. External training
35. Fixed pay
36. Job-based pay
37. Centralized pay decisions
38. Decentralized pay decisions
39. Variable pay system
40. Individual-based pay system
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Strategic HR Area
(putt synonyms here...)

Defender Strategy (D)
(put all numbers here…)

24 numbers out of 40

1,

Prospector Strategy (P)
(put all numbers here…)
24 numbers out of 40

2,

Workflows
(add activities here…)
HR planning

4 numbers

1,

4 numbers

2,

Staffing 4 numbers 4 numbers

Performance Appraisal 4 numbers 4 numbers

Training 4 numbers 4 numbers

Compensation 4 numbers 4 numbers

Note. Do not repeat numbers in the cells.

Task 3. Think about the company working in the Tourism and Hospitality industry. Find examples of
the Defender or Prospector company. Explain why the company can be considered as a defender or
prospector from the HR strategy framework perspective.
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